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Item# Name 4oz Pint  Gallon
PG801 ...... Apple Crackle .......................... $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $115.50
PG803 ...... Copper Penny ......................... $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $104.00
PG805 ...... White Crackle.......................... $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $104.00
PG808 ...... Beetle Juice ............................ $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $104.00
PG809 ...... Alligator ................................... $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $104.00
PG811 ...... Blue Dolphin ........................... $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $115.50
PG823 ...... Purple Passion ........................ $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $115.50
PG824 ...... Firedance ................................ $9.00 ........$21.00 ....... $115.50

PG899 ....Sample Set of 8 glazes (4oz each) .......................................$39.60
          (Retail value $72.00)

PG823
Purple Passion

PG824
Firedance

PG801
Apple Crackle

PG808
Beetle Juice

PG805
White Crackle

PG811
Blue Dolphin

PG803
Copper Penny

PG809
Alligator

-- Raku pieces are for decorative purposes only --
and should never be considered foodsafe or watertight. 

No other firing technique offers the excitement, immediacy and drama 
of the raku firing process! Raku glazes produce a variety of color effects 
depending on firing and reduction techniques. The reduction process is 
absolutely necessary for these color results: you cannot get them from 
firing in an electric kiln. Your results will vary depending on environmental 
and firing variables (including combustible materials used). The color 
samples show only some of the possibilities. Use a 60 mesh screen if 
needed to break up any small chunks of material and stir well. 

Georgies Raku Glazes

Raku firing is a low-fire process: 
the target temperatures are 

the same as 
electric ^06 firing. 

Expand your palette and
color options by adding  

low-fire glazes with your raku! 
Some will work better 

than others. 
Experiment and have fun!

Mayco Raku Glazes

RK106 RK107

RK105RK103

RK101RK100

Pints ................................. $14.50 ea

RK100 .... Metallic Black
RK101 .... Copper Metallic Penny
RK103 .... White Crackle
RK105 .... Copper Penny
RK106 .... Peacock Matte
RK107 .... Oil Slick

Raku Glazes

Michigan Patina - Beetle Juice - Apple Crackle

Glazes designed for the mysterious raku process using combustibles and 
varying firing methods to produce unique finishes. From 16th century firing 
methods in Japan to 20th century reduction methods of the West, Raku 
firing always reveals exciting and dramatic results.


